SModelS is a tool for the automatic interpretation of simplified-model results from the LHC. Version 1.0 of the code is now publicly available. This document provides a quick user guide for installing and running SModelS v1.0.
Introduction
SModelS [1] is an automatised tool for interpreting simplified-model results from the LHC. It is based on a general procedure to decompose Beyond the Standard Model (BSM) collider signatures presenting a Z 2 symmetry into Simplified Model Spectrum (SMS) topologies. Our concrete implementation currently focusses on supersymmetry (SUSY) searches with missing transverse energy, for which a large variety of SMS results from ATLAS and CMS are available. The main ingredients of SModelS are
• the decomposition of the BSM spectrum into SMS topologies,
• the database of experimental SMS results,
• the interface between decomposition and the results database.
The working principle is illustrated schematically in Version 1.0 of SModelS is now publicly available. This document provides a short user guide for the installation and for running SModelS v1.0. More details can be found in the primary physics publication [1] and in the documentation provided with the code (an html manual, which is also available online at [2] ). In case of problems using SModelS v1.0, we kindly ask the user to contact the authors at smodels-users@lists.oeaw.ac.at.
Download and Installation
SModelS is a Python library that requires Python version 2.6 or later (but not version 3). Internally, SModelS v1.0 uses Pythia 6.4.27 [3] , NLL-fast versions 1.2 and 2. 1 [4] (see also [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] ) and a modified version of PySLHA [12] . It has been tested on Ubuntu 14.X, Scientific Linux (CERN) 5 and 6, as well as on Mac Os X 10.9 and 10.10.
The SModelS v1.0 package can be downloaded from [2] . Unpacking the tar ball with tar -zxvf smodels-v1.0.tgz creates the directory smodels-v1.0, where the code (subdirectory smodels) and the results database (subdirectory smodels-database) are located. For installation, SModelS makes use of Python's setuptools. On most machines (apart from SL and SLC) python setup.py install inside the smodels-v1.0 directory should install the entire project, resolving automatically the external Python dependencies and compiling the internal Pythia 6 and NLL-fast versions using gfortran. Note that depending on the path specified in setup.py you may need to do the installation as superuser.
More details on the installation procedure, external dependencies and in particular instructions for installation on Scientific Linux can be found in the README file in smodels-v1.0.
Citation
When you use results obtained with SModelS v1.0 in a publication, please cite this document as well as the original SModelS paper [1] , Pythia 6.4 [3] , NLL-fast [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , and PySLHA [12] . For convenience, these citations are provided in bibtex format in the SModelS v1.0 distribution.
Using SModelS

Basic input
SModelS v1.0 can be used with two forms of inputs
• SLHA (SUSY Les Houches Accord) [13] files containing masses, branching ratios and cross-sections, or
• LHE (Les Houches Event) [14] files containing parton-level events.
The SLHA format is usually more compact and best suited for supersymmetric models. On the other hand, a LHE file can always be generated for any BSM model (through the use of your favorite Monte Carlo generator). 2 In this case, however, the precision of the results is limited by the MC statistics used to generate the file.
In the case of SLHA input, the production cross sections for the BSM states also have to be included as SLHA blocks, according to the SLHA cross-section format [15] . For the MSSM and some of its extensions, the cross sections can be conveniently calculated and added to the SLHA input file by means of the internal SModelS' xseccomputer described in the tools section of the html manual.
In the case of LHE input, the total production cross-section as well as the center-of-mass energy should be listed in the <init></init> block, according to the standard LHE format. Moreover, all the Z 2 -even BSM particles (e.g., additional Higgs states) should be set as stable, since in SModelS v1.0 they are effectively considered as final states.
Besides information about the masses and branching ratios (B), the user must also define which of the particles are Z 2 -odd states and which are Z 2 -even. This is done in the particles.py file, where some default values (for SM and MSSM particles) are already loaded. Finally, if the user wants to check the SLHA input file for possible issues using SModelS' slhachecker, it is also necessary to define the BSM particle quantum numbers in particles.py.
runSModelS.py
For the first-time user, SModelS ships with a command-line tool, runSModelS.py, which covers several different applications of the SModelS functionalities. These functionalities include detailed checks of input SLHA or LHE files, running the SMS decomposition, evaluating the theory predictions for the input model and comparing them to the experimental limits available in the database, determining the most important missing topologies and printing a summary text file.
The usage is
runSModelS.py -f INPUTFILE [-p PARAMETERFILE] [-o OUTPUTFILE]
Some comments are in order.
• The INPUTFILE can be an SLHA or LHE file as explained in Section 4.1.
• The PARAMETERFILE controls the basic options and parameters used by runSModelS.py. An example including all available parameters together with a short description, is provided as parameters.ini. If no parameter file is specified, the default parameters stored in etc/parameters_default.ini are used. Note that the input type (SLHA or LHE) needs to be properly specified in the parameter file.
• If no OUTPUTFILE is specified, the file output will be printed to summary.txt.
Default output
The results of runSModelS.py are printed to the screen and to the output (summary) file. The level of detail is controlled via the parameters file. The screen output comprises
• a full list of the topologies generated by the decomposition procedure (if printDecomp = True),
• a list of all the analyses considered (if printAnalyses = True),
• a list of all the theory predictions obtained and the corresponding upper limits from the experiments (if printResults = True),
• possible warnings or error messages.
The file output contains status flags for the input file and the decomposition, indicating possible problems. The status flags are followed by the name of the input file, basic information on the run parameters, and the version of the database used. This looks as follows: The main part of the output file is then the list of analyses which constrain the input model. For each analysis, its ID, Tx name, 3 centre-of-mass energy and the amount of condition violation are given, followed by the predicted signal cross section and the 95% CL experimental upper limit on it. The last entry in the line is the ratio r of the signal cross-section and the upper limit, r = σ (predicted)/σ (excluded), where σ effectively means σ × B or the weight of the topology. A value of r ≥ 1 means that the input model is likely excluded by the corresponding analysis. Concretely, this looks like this:
#Analysis Tx_Name Sqrts Cond. Violation Theory_Value(fb) Exp_limit(fb) r CMS-PAS-SUS-13-019 T2 8.00E+00 0.0 1.773E+00 3.762E+00 4.714E-01
In this example, the topologies tested by the analysis are shown in bracket notation just below the analysis entry, here e.g. The highest r value is 4.71E-01
The detailed breakdown can be switched off by setting expandedSummary=False; in this case only the most constraining analysis (the one with the maximum r value) is printed.
Finally, if findMissingTopos = True, a list of the missing topologies (in bracket notation) and their cross sections at the given √ s is also included. This list is ordered from high to low cross sections; per default only the 10 leading ones are printed. An example is shown below: For more details, including an explanation of the bracket notation, we refer the user to the html manual.
Using SModelS v1.0 as a Python library
Although runSModelS.py provides the main SModelS features with a command line interface, users familiar with Python and the SModelS language may prefer to write their own main program, using SModelS v1.0 as a Python library. A simple example code for this purpose is provided as Example.py in the SModelS v1.0 distribution. Further examples are presented in the "More Examples" section of the manual. A bibtex file, database.bib, is available in the smodels-database/8TeV folder, which can conveniently be used for citing these analyses. The database contains moreover the entries of several preliminary results (ATLAS conference notes or CMS analysis summaries) which were superseded by a publication. These results are not listed here, and are not used when running runSModelS.py. They can be activated by smsAnalysisFactory.load(useSuperseded=True) when using SModelS v1.0 as a Python library. (For more details, see "How to load the database" in the "More Examples" section of the html manual.) Such superseded results can be useful, e.g., for comparing with older studies. It is, however, strongly discouraged to use them in any other case.
List of experimental results included in the database
Last but not least we note that for topologies with more than one step in the decay chain, e.g. charginos decaying through intermediate sleptons, or stops decaying into bottom plus chargino followed by the chargino decay into the lightest neutralino, we need several (more than one) mass planes in order to interpolate between them. Whenever only one mass plane is provided, the result is not useful for our purpose and thus not included in the database.
Conclusions
We presented the first public release of SModelS, an automatic tool for interpreting simplifiedmodel results from the LHC in generic models possessing a Z 2 symmetry. SModelS v1.0 consists of a SMS decomposition procedure, a database of SMS cross section upper limits from ATLAS and CMS, and an interface between these two components to confront the theoretical predictions of BSM models with the experimental results. The database of v1.0 comprises results from 13 ATLAS and 13 CMS SUSY searches at 8 TeV, corresponding to 21 ATLAS and 41 CMS results when counting the individual results (Tx names) in the different publications. In this document, we provided the basic instructions for installing and running SModelS v1.0 and understanding its output. More detailed explanations are given in the html manual which comes as part of the SModelS v1.0 distribution.
We hope that SModelS v1.0 will be a useful tool for the High-Energy Physics community and contribute to the legacy of the LHC results. Here note that SModelS v1.0 can be used not only to test whether a particular scenario is excluded by the recent LHC results -it can also be conveniently used to classify untested regions, missing topologies and new signatures that might be interesting to look for.
This said, the release of SModelS v1.0 is but the beginning of the story. Several extensions and improvements are already in development. One such extension will be a more extensive database of experimental results, ideally comprising also non-SUSY searches. This, however, depends also on the co-operation of the ATLAS and CMS search groups in making the relevant information available. Another extension will be the inclusion of efficiency maps. This will be a major upgrade of the code. Further plans include ways to determine the most sensitive analysis and ways to combine results from different analyses, extensions to asymmetric branches (if suitable experimental results become available for this) and signatures without missing energy. [30] CMS Collaboration, S. Chatrchyan et al., "Search for supersymmetry in hadronic final states with missing transverse energy using the variables α T and b-quark multiplicity in pp collisions at √ s = 8 TeV," Eur.Phys.J. C73 (2013), no. 9, 2568, 1303.2985.
[31] CMS Collaboration, S. Chatrchyan et al., "Search for anomalous production of events with three or more leptons in pp collisions at sqrt(s) = 8 TeV," Phys.Rev. D90 (2014) 032006, 1404.5801.
